China at United Nations Headquarters
2 days ago

Excited to be in #NYC for the United Nations General Assembly. Who’s around?

Like • Comment

Brazil, South Africa, Russia and India like this.

India Hey China, we arrive tomorrow, but looks like Modi and Xi Jinping can’t make it. Let’s grab dinner and chat #SDG’s!
1 day ago • Like • Kenya and Nepal like this.

USA Hope the flight was ok! FYI. #PeoplesClimate March is 9/21
1 day ago • Like • USA likes this.

Philippines Hmm... we need to talk #oceans. PM me!
13 hours ago • Like • Vietnam, Malaysia and 2 others like this.

Palau Hey guys, would be cool to pool resources on this one.
13 hours ago • Like

Maldives
3 days ago

What puts the S, L & R in SeRiouSLy ?... SEA LEVEL RISE!!!!!!!

Like • Comment

Dominican Republic and Cuba like this.

UK Yeah....... We’ve been meaning to broach that one.
3 days ago • Like • South Africa and Canada like this.

France Let’s get on it. There can’t be any STAIN in our SU-STAIN-ABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
2 days ago • Like

Switzerland I can’t remain neutral on that comment. #soBAD
2 days ago • Like

Germany
3 days ago

I left my #WorldCup2014 jersey at the #BRIC conference this past weekend. Anyone seen it?

Like • Comment

China I’ve got it. Pull it together, Germany!
4 days ago • Like • Argentina and Brazil like this.